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With some careful planning, a food budget can 
be reigned in with just a few adjustments in 

shopping habits.  

 

5. https://fns-prod.azureedge.net/sites/default/files/media/file/CostofFoodMay2021.pdf  

6. https://www.consumerreports.org/  

7. https://plma.com/about_industry/store_brand_facts 

 



 

 

 

To answer the question of how much is 
enough, think beyond basic living expenses 

and also consider the things that are essential 
to the quality of  life.  

 

8. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1011492107  

9. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-017-0277-0 



 

  20 Creative Ways to Save Money (usnews.com)  
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Protect Your Heart in the Heat

After coming out of another challenging year, many are looking 
forward to warmer weather, blue skies, and a chance to enjoy time 
with loved ones. Whether you plan on hosting small family 
cookouts, a short getaway with friends, or are planning to get active 
with a long walk, hike, or bike ride, it’s important to remember to 
take care of yourself during all the warm weather fun. We all need 
to be a bit more cautious when it’s hot out, but if you experience 
heart problems, it is wise to take some special steps. Certain 
medications can exaggerate your body's response to heat, but it’s 
important to keep taking them. If you feel lightheaded, dizzy, or 
weak, move to a cooler place and cool down with a wet washcloth 
or fan. People over 50 may not realize they are thirsty. Keep a 
water bottle on hand and make a schedule to remind you to drink.

Some Tips for Everyone:

• Wear ventilated shoes
• Dress in lightweight, light colored, 

and breathable clothing
• Stay hydrated and avoid caffeine 

or alcoholic beverages
• Take breaks in cool places

If you are traveling this summer, a few simple precautions will allow for a much more 
comfortable and safer trip:

• Make sure you bring your medications and even 
a list of your medications.

• Inform your physician you are traveling. They 
might be able to recommend certain precautions, 
and they might know of reputable physicians or 
heart institutes in the area you are traveling to.

• Be mindful of your fluid and sodium intake, 
especially if you have heart failure or 
cardiomyopathy. 

• If you have coronary artery disease, be mindful 
that high altitudes could trigger symptoms like 
shortness of breath. 

• Be sure to get up when you can during a long flight 
to prevent blood clots, particularly if you have a 
history of vascular disease or heart failure. 

Once you arrive at your destination, here are a few ways to help maintain your health:

• Move more: Opt to walk as much as possible and 
incorporate activities that are more physically 
active. Additionally, many hotels often have a gym 
facility available for all guests. (Be sure to pack 
some workout clothes too.)

• Eat Smart: Pack healthy snacks as often as you 
can, and if possible be mindful of what you order 
as you explore the cuisine of the area in which you 
are traveling. However, do not deprive yourself, 
just remember moderation is key!

• Wellness: Make sure to mentally unwind too! 
See if your hotel offers spa services or massage 
services. Take a few minutes to meditate and 
strive to remain present as often as you can; it is 
your vacation, maximize your enjoyment of it!

A  PROACTIVE  APPROACH
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Source:  

The Best Healthy Green Goddess Dressing Reci-

pe | Nutrition Stripped  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1. In a food processor, pulse together on low all the ingredients until creamy. De-

pending on the texture and amount of liquid the yogurt you’re using has, you 

may have to add more olive oil to bring the dressing together.  

2. Adjust seasonings to taste. The goal of the dressing is slightly thick and creamy, 

enough to coat the back of a spoon.  

 

https://nutritionstripped.com/best-healthy-green-goddess-dressing/
https://nutritionstripped.com/best-healthy-green-goddess-dressing/


 

 


